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Electron tunneling through molecule–electrode
contacts of single alkane molecular junctions:
experimental determination and a practical barrier
model†
Kun Wang and Bingqian Xu*
An advanced understanding of the molecule–electrode contact interfaces of single-molecule junctions
is a necessity for real world application of future single-molecule devices. This study aims to elucidate
the change in the contact tunnelling barrier induced by junction extension and how this change affects
the resulting junction conductance. The contact barrier of Au–octanedithiol/octanediamine–Au
junctions was studied under triangle (TRI) mechanical modulations using the modified scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) break junction technique. The experimental results reveal that as the junction
separation extends, the contact barrier of octanedithiol follows a unique trend, a linear increase
followed by a plateau in barrier height, which is in contrast to that of octanediamine, a nearly rectangle
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barrier. We propose a modified contact barrier model for the unique barrier shape of octanedithiol,
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dented experimental features of the molecule–electrode contact barrier of single-molecule junctions

based on which the calculation agrees well with the experimental data. This study shows unpreceand provides new insights into the nature of contact effect in determining electron transport through
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single-molecule junctions.

Introduction
Despite the continued progress in molecular electronics over
the past few decades, the desired application of molecular-scale
electronic devices requires significant advances in our understanding of charge transport through a single-molecule junction
system, the building block towards an electronic component
using an individual molecule as a functional unit.1–3 In a
single-molecule junction, the structure of an individual molecule
contacting two metallic electrodes, probably the most elusive
factor that influences the charge transport properties of a molecular junction lies in the molecule–electrode contact interfaces.4,5
The physical nature of the molecule–electrode interface in terms
of electron transport is an additional tunnelling barrier apart from
the tunnelling barrier formed by the molecular core. Therefore,
changes in contact configurations essentially make contribution
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to the molecule–electrode coupling, namely the contact tunnelling
barrier. To understand the impact of the contact interface
effect, given the difficulty in the precise experimental control
of junction conformations, theoretical simulations have been
used to assume possible contact geometries and atomic bonding
configurations, and to explore how they determine the current
through a junction.6–9 These studies have highlighted the
considerable contribution from molecule–electrode interfaces,
especially for N-alkanedithiol junctions. Multiple contact configurations have been theoretically proposed to be responsible
for different single-molecule conductance sets of alkanedithiol molecules, and molecular dynamic simulations have
shown a clear transition among different contact configurations during junction stretching.7,10 This fact necessitates
more detailed experimental investigation and deeper insight
into the role of contacts of alkanedithiol molecular junctions,
particularly how it contributes to junction conductance under
junction extension.
Considering the relative low bias (o1 V) applied in real
conductance measurements with respect to the rather large
HOMO–LUMO gap (45 eV) of alkane molecules, the dominant
charge transport mechanism in alkanedithiol junctions follows
coherent and non-resonant tunnelling.11 For such a case, a
rectangular-shaped tunnelling barrier where conductance
decays exponentially with the barrier length (here the length
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of molecular core) has been suggested.12–14 The transmission
coefficient Tmol of the molecular core can then be put as15,16

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Tmol ¼ expðbmol Lmol Þ ¼ exp 1:025Lmol fmol ;
(1)
where jmol, jmol, and Lmol represent the decay constant,
tunnelling barrier height and barrier length of the molecular
core, respectively. Based on the Landauer–Buttiker formalism
and taking the contribution of contacts into consideration, the
overall conductance of a molecular junction can be written as17
 2
2e
Tmol  TC
G¼
(2)
h
Note that TC represents the overall transmission coefficient
contributed by both the left contact and the right contact.
Using a modified scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) break
junction technique, a mechanical modulation on a stabilized
molecular junction can manipulate the junction conformation
and hence tune the resulting junction conductance in a certain
manner.18–20 More importantly, critical parameters, such as the
contact decay constant bc, can be obtained by fitting the experimental data to proposed theoretical models.15,16 This offers us
a chance to study the contact effect while single-molecule
conductance varies with junction extension.
In this work, we study the contact tunnelling barrier of
1,8-octanedithiol (C8DT) in the Au–molecule–Au junction system
using a modified STM break junction technique which is
detailed elsewhere (Fig. 1a).21,22 1,8-Octanediamine (C8DA)
and 1,6-hexanedithol (C6DT) were also measured as complementary tests. Triangle (TRI) modulation with different modulation amplitudes was applied onto free-held single-molecule
junctions to regulate junction separation. The experimental
results showed that as the junction extended, the contact
tunnelling barrier of C8DT molecular junctions followed a
unique trend which contrasts with the nearly rectangle barrier
that C8DA followed. We introduce a modified contact tunnelling
barrier model to describe the observed phenomena of the C8DT
junction. Theoretical calculations based on this modified model
agree well with the experimental data. This work demonstrates
the direct experimental evidence of the contact tunnelling barrier
of octanedithiol molecular junctions, and provides new insights
into the role of molecule–electrode interfaces in a single-molecule
junction system.

Results and discussion
In this study, the applied TRI modulation essentially regulates
junction separation in a manner of periodic elongation followed
by compression (black line in Fig. 1c). We emphasize that TRI
modulation mainly manipulates the softest part of a molecular
junction.20 In a Au–C8DT/C8DA/C6DT–Au junction, the softest
part has been suggested to be the molecule–electrode contacts
since the intramolecular C–C bond is much stronger than the
thiol–Au, amine–Au bond or the Au–Au bond at the contact
interfaces.18,20 For the junction systems studied in this paper,
we define the combination of the carbon chain-anchoring group
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of TRI modulation used in this work.
(b) Example of conductance trace (blue) and PZT movement (black) for a
stretch-hold plateau without modulation. The inset displays the overlay
of around 70 single-molecule conductance plateaus. (c) Example of
conductance trace (green) and a PZT movement signal (black) of a
C8DT stretch-hold plateau with a triangle modulation (Dd = 1.2 Å). The
inset displays the overlay of 70 single-molecule conductance plateaus.
The red dash-squared region represents a typical conductance decrease
caused by junction extension. Note that the red arrow labels the Gmol value
prior to junction extension, which was induced by TRI modulation.
(d) Example of ln G vs. Dd curves for the conductance decrease regions
and the corresponding contact decay constant bC vs. Dd curves (inset)
derived using eqn (3). (e) Example of conductance trace (blue) and a PZT
movement signal (black) of a C8DA stretch-hold plateau with a triangle
modulation (Dd = 1.2 Å). The inset displays the overlay of 82 singlemolecule conductance plateaus. Note that in (b), (c) and (e) insets, the
DG is in unit of 104G0. The vertical unit of the (d) and (f) inset is Å1.

bond and the anchoring group-electrode bond in its entirety as
molecule–electrode interfaces. From a mechanical point of view,
a recent work also confirmed that under junction separation
fluctuation, the strain mostly comes from the molecule–electrode
interfaces in alkane molecular junctions.23 Thus, the conductance
change caused by the applied TRI modulation should mostly
come from molecule–electrode contacts.20 It is worth noting
that four sets of C8DT/C8DA single-molecule conductance have
been observed in previous stretch-hold mode conductance
measurements.22 In this work, under each modulation amplitude,
we only focus on conductance groups with highest appearance
probabilities, namely, the single-molecule conductance plateaus
possessing a conductance value (typically considered ‘medium’
conductance) within the range of 5–10  105G0 for C8DT and
2.5–5  105G0 for C8DA.22 This is because the most probable
conductance groups usually possess the most dominant molecular
junction configurations and therefore have greater statistical
significance. Using the home-made Labview program, the average
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conductance value of a modulated plateau (as those shown in
green in Fig. 1c and e) was calculated, and those within the defined
range of most probable single-molecule conductance were selected
as sample single-molecule conductance plateaus. It is necessary to
note that for C8DT and C8DA, the single-molecule plateau of most
conductance traces occurred when the tip finished the second
abrupt stretching from the substrate, creating a junction separation of B1.2 nm (see Experimental details). An example case is
shown in Fig. S1 (see ESI†). The abrupt stretching of 0.8 nm, about
the full length of the hexane (C6) molecule, was adopted for C6DT,
where the single-molecule plateau occurred after one abrupt
stretching (Fig. S9b, see ESI†). Under this experimental setup,
junction separation is around the full length of the sample
molecule, suggesting that the molecules mostly possessed an
orientation perpendicular to the substrate surface when the TRI
mechanical modulations were applied. This setup greatly
diminished the influence of conductance change caused by
molecular angle tilting with respect to the substrate and also
ruled out the impact of gauge effect, leaving the conductance
change mainly due to the variation of the molecule–electrode
interface.10
When the TRI modulation was applied on a free-held singlemolecule junction, regular conductance fluctuation in the
opposite phase with the PZT movement signal was observed,
which is in sharp contrast to the featureless conductance
plateau when no modulation was applied. Fig. 1b, c and e
show the typical non-modulated conductance trace, modulated
C8DT conductance trace and modulated C8DA conductance
traces, respectively. More examples of traces of C8DT under
diﬀerent modulation amplitudes are shown in Fig. S2 (see
ESI†). The 2D illustration of the overlay of conductance traces
used for further analysis under diﬀerent modulation amplitudes
is shown in Fig. S3 (see ESI†). We find that the regular
conductance fluctuation only occurred when TRI modulations
were applied. This proves that the conductance change is predominantly caused by the junction separation regulation rather
than other factors such as thermal vibration and mechanical
noise. It was also found that for C8DT, the TRI modulation
could induce conductance switching from one single-molecule
conductance set to another, and the switching probability
increases with the increase of the modulation amplitude.
Conductance traces containing conductance switching events
and conductance switching probability under three modulation
amplitudes of C8DT are shown in Fig. S4 as an example (see
ESI†). Since conductance switching is not representative for
most conductance changes induced by junction extension and
it may introduce statistical errors, we rule out conductance
traces with conductance switching events in further statistical
analysis. Given the fact that mechanical modulation did not
necessarily induce a conductance change in the plateau, we
also rule out the segment of a conductance plateau with a
non-obvious conductance change under TRI modulations. Here
we focus on the conductance decrease regions of regular
conductance fluctuations (red dash-square in Fig. 1c and e).
This decrease in conductance occurred when the junction was
further extended by a distance of Dd. We treat the conductance
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value right before the action of junction extension as a reference
conductance Gmol. The value of Gmol is contributed by the
junction at the very moment right before the junction was further
extended. So, based on eqn (2), Gmol = ATmol  TC0 =
A exp(bmolLmol) exp(bC0LC0), where A is a constant. Note that
TC0 represents the already existing contact transmission coeﬃcient at the moment prior to junction extension, and bC0 and LC0
are the already existing contact decay constant and contact
barrier width, respectively. The conductance decrease initiated
from Gmol can then be attributed to the extra contact barrier
caused by the mechanical extension of the junction. Therefore,
during further junction extension, the value of Gmol should
remain unchanged. For the junction extension-induced conductance decrease region, we obtain G ¼ Gmol  TC ¼ Gmol 
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

expðbC Dd Þ ¼ Gmol  exp 1:025Dd fC where bC is the
contact decay constant and Dd is the extension distance
amplitude. Based on this understanding, the extra contact
barrier height jC and contact decay constant bC can be derived as

fC ¼

2 

1
@ ln G 2
@ ln G

and bC ¼ 
1:025
@Dd
@Dd

(3)

We first analyse the conductance decrease region by plotting
them in the ln G vs. Dd fashion. Typical ln G vs. Dd curves of C8DT
and C8DA junctions are shown in Fig. 1d and e, respectively. We
see that the ln G vs. Dd relation of a single C8DA junction nearly
follows a straight line as the junction extends. Yet, the ln G vs. Dd
relation of C8DT deviates from the linear relation, particularly for
a short distance at the beginning of the junction extension. This
diﬀerence in the ln G vs. Dd relation of C8DT and C8DA is more
obvious when taking the negative diﬀerential of the ln G vs. Dd
relation which leads to the contact decay constant bC (see the
insets of Fig. 1d and e). Interestingly, the contact decay constant
bC of C8DT displays an ascending region followed by a plateau
region, which is in sharp contrast to the nearly constant bC value
of C8DA across the entire extension distance. This phenomenon
was observed for most measured conductance traces but varies
slightly from individual trace to individual trace. As the molecule–
electrode interface elongates, the variable contact decay constant
is inherently caused by a contact tunnelling barrier with a nonconstant barrier height. It can, then, be inferred that when the
junction extends, the contact tunnelling barrier of the Au–C8DT–
Au junction does not obey a rectangle shape as the contact barrier
of the C8DA junction and the tunnelling barrier of alkane
molecular core do.6,24 We emphasize that the fundamental of
the STM break junction method is built on statistical analysis
which aims to discover the most probable behaviour of many
molecular junctions, and the definition of the electron transport
properties of a molecular junction. Thus, to probe the average
change in the contact barrier and the contact decay constant as
junction separation extends, we then derive the contact barrier
height jC vs. Dd relation and bC vs. Dd relation at a discrete
extension distance using eqn (3), and the results are shown in
Fig. 2. At each extension distance, the data point in Fig. 2 was
obtained by taking the most probable value of those contributed
from many conductance decrease events. Two-dimensional (2D)
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Fig. 2 (a) C8DT contact barrier height jC vs. extension distance Dd plot.
(b) C8DT contact decay constant bC vs. extension distance Dd plot.
(c) C8DA contact barrier height jC vs. extension distance Dd plot.
(d) C8DA contact decay constant bC vs. extension distance Dd plot. Note
that three modulation amplitudes (Dd = 0.6, 1.2, 1.5 Å) were applied for
C8DT, and the modulation amplitude of Dd = 1.2 Å was applied for C8DA.
For each modulation amplitudes, the data points in each plot are obtained
by averaging around 100 regular conductance decrease regions. The error
bar for each data point represents the standard deviation of the statistical
analysis.

plots of the raw experimental data of C8DT are provided in Fig. S5
(ESI†) as an example. From Fig. 2, we see that the contact barrier
of C8DA remains nearly constant despite a slight fluctuation.
However, the contact barrier jC of C8DT follows an evolutionary
trend that first roughly increases linearly with the extension of the
junction and then reaches a plateau value after a threshold
extension distance of around 0.5 Å (Fig. 2a). This trend for
C8DT was confirmed by measurements using three different
modulation amplitudes (Dd = 0.6, 1.2, 1.5 Å), which rules out
the modulation-induced error. The plateau height of the C8DT
contact barrier is B0.16 eV. This is far smaller than the tunnelling
barrier height (41 eV) between the Fermi level of the electrode
and the frontier molecular orbitals of the alkane molecular core
but slightly greater than the contact barrier height of C8DA
(B0.14 eV). The contact decay constant bC displays a similar
variation trend as the contact barrier shows (Fig. 2b). The plateau
value for bC of C8DT is around 0.4 Å1 which is much smaller
than the decay constant of the alkane molecular core studied in
previous studies6,24 (0.8–1 Å1) but slightly larger than that of
C8DA (0.35 Å1). The much lower contact barrier height and
smaller decay constant further suggest that this decrease in
conductance is not contributed by the alkane molecular core.
Comparing the C8DA and C8DT contact barriers, we find
that the contact barrier of C8DA leads to more conductance
reduction compared to C8DT despite the fact that its barrier
height is smaller than the plateau region of the C8DT contact
barrier. Indeed, under Dd = 1.2 Å, the average decrease in
conductance caused by the C8DA contact barrier is B4.7 
105G0, while the decrease in conductance induced by the
C8DT contact barrier is B3.5  105G0. Given the identical
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molecular core of C8DT and C8DA, the diﬀerence in contact
tunnelling barriers must arise from the diﬀerence between
Au–thiol and Au–amine bonds, namely the coupling nature of
molecule–electrode interfaces. The nearly unchanged contact
barrier of C8DA under junction extension is surprising but
could be reasonable when taking the overly strong Fermipinning effect of the Au–amine bond into account,25,26
although Au–thiol usually has stronger binding energy than
Au–amine in the stationary state.27–29 More importantly, it was
recently found that under the STMBJ setup, the most probable
Au–thiol contact configuration of the alkanedithiol molecular
junction possesses top-bridge configuration, which is different
from the hollow–hollow configuration in which the most
probable Au–amine bond holds.23 However, full understanding
of this experimental feature requires thorough theoretical
simulations considering all possible factors, which is out of
scope of this paper. In addition, it is worth noting that the
contact decay constant of the C8DT/C8DA molecule determined
in the present work is quite comparable to the decay constant of
the molecular core of some conjugated molecules (0.3–0.5 Å1),30–33
despite the fact that it is much smaller than the molecular core
decay constant of most saturated molecules (0.7–1.1 Å1).34–38
What is of most interest is the non-rectangle tunnelling
barrier of C8DT junction contacts. Previous theoretical studies
have proposed multiple non-rectangle barrier shapes by
taking diﬀerent eﬀects, mainly the image charge eﬀect, into
account.13,39–41 To understand these experimental phenomena,
we propose a modified contact barrier model that applies to the
range of modulation amplitudes used in this study (Fig. 3). As
Fig. 2a suggests, this model assumes a linear increase of the
contact barrier height within the extension distance region I
(0 o Dd o 0.5 Å) followed by a constant barrier height within
extension region II (0.5 o Dd o 1.5 Å). To obtain the necessary
parameters, for example, the slope of the linear increase region
and the accurate height value for the barrier plateaus, a linear
fit to the data points shown in Fig. 2a was applied (Fig. S6, see
ESI†). For the data of modulation amplitude Dd = 0.6 Å, linear
fitting is only performed for region I due to the lack of data
points in the barrier plateau region. The fitting results reveal
an important relation between the contact barrier and the

Fig. 3 A proposed contact barrier model that has two regions (I and II)
with diﬀerent barrier profiles.
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extension distance. Table 1 shows the parameters extrapolated
from this fitting. Using these parameters, a modified equation
for the contact barrier transmission coefficient TC can be
derived as


ð Dd pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
TC ¼ exp 1:025
fC ðDdÞdðDdÞ
0

ð 0:5

ð 1:5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ exp 1:025 
fCI ðDdÞdðDdÞ þ
fCII ðDdÞdðDdÞ
Published on 08 March 2016. Downloaded by University of Georgia on 22/01/2017 00:31:57.

0

0:5

(4)
The conductance can then be calculated in the form of
G = Gmol  TC. Here we use the Gmol of 9  105G0 which is
the most probable conductance prior to the junction extension
observed in our experiments. The distribution of experimental
Gmol values used in our statistical analysis is shown in Fig. S7a
(see ESI†). Using eqn (4) and the parameters shown in Table 1,
the calculated conductance decrease curve induced by a
mechanical extension of 1.5 Å is plotted in Fig. 4a. For clarity,
the two regions are plotted in different colours (green for region
I and purple for region II). We note that the overall conductance
decrease calculated using eqn (4) is around 3.71  105G0. This
value is very close to the experimentally observed conductance
reduction (3.76(0.09)  105G0). The distribution of the
decrease in conductance for the experimental curves is shown
in Fig. S7b (see ESI†).
To compare with the experimental data, the calculated
conductance curve is also shown in the form of ln G vs. Dd
(red curve in Fig. 4b). The 2D illustration of raw experimental
ln G vs. Dd curves (68 conductance decrease curves) with an
initial conductance Gmol of 9(1)  105G0 and their average
curve (green curve in Fig. 4b) was also plotted (Fig. 4b). We see
that the distribution of the raw experimental curves starts
within a converged region which is associated with the nonrectangle segment of the contact barrier and then spreads out
linearly as the extension distance increases over 0.5 Å. The
upper-right inset of Fig. 4b shows the magnified view of the
non-linear ln G vs. Dd relation of the calculated curve (red) and
the experimental average curve (green). It can also be seen from
the lower-left inset of Fig. 4b that the experimental bC vs. Dd
curve (green) matches well with the curve (red) predicted by the
proposed modified contact barrier model.
Research studies focusing on the mechanical extensioninduced change in the charge transport properties of singlemolecule break junctions have been reported both experimentally
and theoretically.15,42–45 Due to junction extension, specific
changes in conductance have been attributed to different reasons:
the increase in extension-induced conductance was attributed

Table 1

Contact barrier parameters determined by linear fitting

FCI (eV) = a + bDd (0 o Dd o 0.5 Å)
Dd (Å) a

b

FCII (eV) (0.5 o Dd o 1.5 Å)

0.6
1.2
1.5

0.41
0.39
0.31

—
0.176
0.165

0.0018
0.0022
0.0034

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2016

Fig. 4 (a) Calculated conductance decrease curve with Gmol = 9 
105G0. (b) Experimental two-dimensional (2D) ln G vs. Dd relation and
the averaged curve (green) over 68 experimental curves that has a Gmol
of around 9(1)  105G0, and the calculated ln G vs. Dd curve (red).
The upper-right inset shows the zoom-in view of region I which has the
non-linear relation of ln G vs. Dd. The lower-left inset displays bC vs. Dd
relation of the experimental average curve (green) and the theory-predicted
curve (red).

to the molecular orbital alignment change across the junction
for the benzenedithiol molecule45 and the change in the
p-conjugation degree for 1,4-anthracenedione and 1,4-anthracenediol molecules.42 It is also evident that for the Au–S
contact, the contact bonding geometry can alter and switch
among different contact configurations under junction pulling,
which inherently changes the coupling strength between the
molecule and the electrode and further varies the tunnelling
barrier across the molecule–electrode interfaces.6,7,10,24 A
previous (density functional theory) DFT molecular dynamic
study has highlighted the sensitivity of contact interfaces to the
extra junction pulling after a octanedithiol molecule was fully
straightened resulting in a subtle yet non-trivial change in
current transmission through the entire junction.10
Experimental techniques, like used in this work, that are
capable of plumbing latent but important details involved
in a non-equilibrium sample Au–molecule–Au junction help
in gaining deeper understanding via interpreting important
parameters. As discussed above, under the used experimental
setup, the experimental results reveal an interesting change in
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the contact barrier of the Au–C8DT–Au junction, particularly for
the initial 0.5 Å of stretching. This non-rectangle tunnelling
barrier is analogous to the rounded edge of the Simmons
model barrier after considering the image charge effect.13,41
However, as reported very recently, the image charge effect was
usually overestimated by a factor of 2 in previous theoretical
calculations.41 By making the correction of overrating, the
resulting conductance decay clearly showed a sub-exponential
dependence of conductance over distance as what we observed
in Fig. 1d.41 A major difference in our work and previous
theoretical studies lies in that previous studies took the entire
junction including the molecular core and molecule–electrode
interfaces, but the present study mainly focuses on the molecule–
electrode contact parts. However, this resemblance between the
observed non-rectangle barrier and the previous theoretical
calculations still suggests the image charge effect as one of
the possible reasons that lead to the observed contact barrier
shape of the C8DT junction as the image charge effect indeed
arises at the molecule–electrode interfaces, although a thorough
understanding of the observed non-rectangle contact barrier
requires advanced theoretical simulations.
As hinted recently that the most probable Au–thiol contact
configuration under the STMBJ setup is ‘top-bridge’ configuration for the Au–C8DT–Au junction,23 the results shown in this
work provide details about how the C8DT contact tunnelling
barrier evolves when the contact configuration migrates from
‘top-bridge’ towards a configuration with lower conductance.
The unprecedented shape difference of the contact tunnelling
barrier across Au–thiol and Au–amine interfaces again highlights the significant influence of the coupling nature of electrodeanchor groups. Our study demonstrated the direct experimental
evidence of the contact tunnelling barrier of single-molecule
junctions using the modified STM break junction technique,
and the results confirmed previous theoretical assumptions
and offer more details.
Given the highly consistent charge transport properties of
alkane-family molecules, one can assume that the contact
barrier of C8DT should also apply to other alkanedithiol
molecules with a similar length when they are measured using
the same techniques. To test this hypothesis, we then measure
the C6DT molecule following the method used for C8DT. The
results are shown in Fig. S9 (see ESI†). As expected, the contact
decay constant and the contact barrier of C6DT follow the same
trend as C8DT does, and the values of bC and jC are quite close
to those of C8DT. However, it is necessary to note that the
length change of the carbon chain would not be trivial for
longer alkane molecules, because they are more flexible and
easier to be stretched than short molecules, and then the
source of the change in conductance in such a modulated
junction system becomes more complex.23 Hence, the tunnelling
barrier model reported here may not be a good fit to longer
alkanedithiol molecules (CnDT (n 4 10)). In addition, we do
not claim that the non-rectangle contact barrier shown in this
work holds for molecular junctions with the Au–thiol bond as
the molecule–electrode interface but with different molecular
cores. The change may come from the physical nature of the
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molecular core. For example, the different sets of single-molecule
conductance of alkanedithiol molecules are usually undistinguishable when changing the molecular core to DNA molecules but still
keeping Au–thiol contacts, which means the role of contact effect
could be trivial for some cases.33,46 Nevertheless, an important
message that can be sent is that a non-rectangle contact barrier
should be carefully considered for short alkanedithiol junction
systems in future theoretical and experimental research studies.
This work is an important addition to the complete picture of
molecule–electrode contact effects, particularly for the alkane
molecular junctions, which have been widely studied yet still not
fully understood.

Conclusions
Using the modified STM break junction technique, the molecule–
electrode contact barrier of Au–C8DT/C8DA–Au junctions has been
studied under mechanical extension with different TRI modulation amplitudes. The experimental results revealed an interesting
evolutionary trend of the contact barrier height of C8DT: a linear
increase followed by a plateau, which contrasts with that of C8DA.
A modified contact barrier model was proposed to interpret the
observed phenomena, and the calculated results based on this
model agree well with the experimental data. This work demonstrates the direct measurement of the contact tunnelling barrier of
single-molecule junctions and provides new understanding into
the nature of the molecule–electrode contact in molecular junction
systems.

Experimental details
Chemicals and sample preparation
1,8-Octanedithiol (C8DT), 1.8-octanediamine (C8DA) and
1,6-hexanedithiol (C6DT) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
Au substrates were prepared by evaporating B100 nm of
gold onto freshly cleaved mica sheets using an evaporator
under a vacuum of 107 Torr. The Gold beads for Au substrate
deposition were from Kurt J. Lesker company (99.999%),
and mica sheet was from Ted Pella, Inc. The surface of the
Au substrate was annealed by hydrogen flame just before
immersion in sample solutions containing target molecules.
This annealing step cleaned the surface and allowed epitaxial
reconstruction of the Au to form large terraces of Au(111). Au
surfaces were annealed in a hydrogen flame to clean the surface
and allow epitaxial reconstruction of the Au to form large
terraces of Au(111) immediately before immersion in sample
molecule solution. The self-assembly monolayer of the sample
molecule was formed on the Au(111) substrate when 1 mM
molecule deionized (DI) water solution was dropped on the
substrate and incubated for 3 h. The Au substrate was then
rinsed with deionized water for three times and put in pure
toluene solution after drying with argon gas. After these
treatments, the sample was immediately used to perform
STM break junction measurements.
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Electrical measurement setup
The STM system is the Picoplus SPM (Molecular Imaging)
with a Pico Scan 3000 Controller (Molecular Imaging). The
modified STM break junction technique and TRI modulations
are realized by controlling the movement of the piezo transducer
(PZT) in a stretch-hold mode. In this technique, we divided the
tip retracting process into two segments: abrupt stretching and
free holding. After abruptly stretching for a certain distance
(0.6 nm for C8DT/C8DA and 0.8 nm for C6DT), the molecular
junctions are kept free holding. This stretch-hold process was
repeated until electrode separation reached 20 nm where no
molecule was sandwiched in the junction. The free-holding
process greatly minimized the fluctuations of contact conformations caused by continuous tip retracting and extended
the lifetime of the junctions. It also allows further modulations
to be applied. A triangle-shaped modulation of PZT movement
was applied on the free-held plateaus to regulate the separation
between the tip and the substrate. Three modulation amplitudes
(Dd = 0.6 Å, 1.2 Å and 1.5 Å) were chosen for C8DT because they
were tested to be large enough to perturb the contacts but still
maintain the integrity of the junction. Modulation amplitudes of
Dd = 1.2 Å and 0.8 Å were used for C8DA and C6DT, respectively.
The experimental data were acquired and processed using a
homemade Labview program. All conductance measurements in
this study were performed under a bias voltage of 0.3 V, which was
applied on the substrate with the STM tip grounded.
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